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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing allows to store our personal and business information. you can quickly spin up
resources as you need them, deploying hundreds or even thousands of servers in minutes. We propose an
approach for data security in the cloud using offensive decoy technology. We monitor data access in the
cloud and detect abnormal data access patterns. When unauthorized access is suspected and then verified
using challenge questions, we launch a disinformation attack by returning large amounts of decoy
information to the attacker. This protects against the misuse of the user’s real data. At the point when
unapproved access is suspected and after thatconfirmed utilizing challenge questions, it dispatches a
disinformation assault by returning a lot of imitation data to the assailant. This secures against the abuse
of the client’s genuine information.
KEYWORDS: Cloud Computing, decoy technology, attacker, data security

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud is used in business sector in recent times. And the cloud becomes a more important part of human
life. But protection is big and cloud is a problem. Particularly, insider attack could be much more likely.
In particular, small and medium-sized enterprises, which progressively prefer to outsource data and
computation for the cloud. This clearly promotes increased operational performance, but it brings
greater risk, perhaps the most extreme of which are data theft attacks, are choosing to start – ups [1].
When the intruder is a malicious user, the data theft attacks are intensified. This is seen on the top
challenges to cloud computing from the cyber security alliance while most consumers in the cloud
infrastructure industry know this danger well, they can only trust the services provider when it comes to
securing their records. This is only compounded by the absence of accountability, let alone power, the
security, approval and audit controls offered by the cloud provider. One example of a cloud attack data
theft is the twitter event.
A host of studies into online cloud protection based primarily on methods of stopping illicit data access
by growing authentication and encryption mechanisms in scale and complexity.
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However, these mechanisms could not prevent data compromise. Van Dijk and Juels showed that the
frequency adopted as a solution to such problems when used alone, completely holomorphic encryption,
does not have appropriate data protection mechanisms [2-3].
We propose a completely different approach to securing the cloud using decoy information
technologywhich we call Fog devicesand user behavior profiling,In decoy technology wemislead the
attacker with false details and user behavior profiling for user authentication with device based on
various user activity parameters. Therefore, here we usethese two technologies to encrypt the cloud data.

II.

BACKGROUND STUDY (LITERATURE)

L. Kaufman Et al.(2009)[4] concentrated on the forums of abuses of protection and the related legal and
legislative ramifications of cloud computing. Furthermore, a major problem in the specification for the
automation of security information was the absence of interoperability between the device level
resources. Many that address the vast safety needs of cloud storage separately by blending poisonous
best practices and securing the national standards and security center of United States and other parties
are emerging. They further improve the security of the details that can conflict with dissemination of
events.
The example of cloud protection flaws was presented by Grubaueral.(2012).[5] They outlined the nature
of vulnerabilities in the idea that it avoid defending itself from an attack from an asset cant. They said
we should even
recognize vulnerabilities in terms of risks and attacks resistance. In particular, control attacks focus
situations in which otherwise sufficient protections and inadequate. They represented core cloud
technology such as web apps and services that use SaaS and PaaS platforms, virtualization, and said
there are many such safety criteria which only cryptographic methods can corrected.
The researchers have also described two additional insider security issues with cloud security, the
attacker who uses computer related insecurity to steal information from a cloud-based device. Claycomb
R.W. (2012) [6] summarizes a general hierardism of cloud vendor overseers and presents details of
actual insider threat-assaults.
Park Y. Et al. (2012) [7] developed an encrypted data protection device decoy strategy. They suggested
a program-based decoy device to trick insiders to detect the exfiltration of confidential source code. The
Logon contains a Java code that is useful knowledge for the attackers. For the initial device construction
and transition the most rigid overloading method is used. Software that is dynamically taken from initial
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source code but designed to vary from the present is synthesized in error programs. This approach with
disappointment confuses the insider, maybe even mysterious, by seeking to dissimulate sensitive details,
generating questionable insider knowledge.
Salvador. J StoflioEt al. [8] proposed a fresh tool that Fog computation was known to have. To execute
this, they used decoy information technologies. Two aspects, user profiling and Decoy were discusses.
They checked how, where and how much information an instant messaging site provides on the user’s
actions. They started to evaluate their user’s actions and verify an irregular data access conduct of the
user. The second technology is a decoy where fake information like cookies, honey pots etc., is used to
confuse the offender or to demonstrate the details to provide the true appearance.
Madsen and Henrik [9] raised challenges to existing programmatic paradigms and explored the
functionality and suitability of fog cloud systems with cloud for projects in real life. Fog computation is
primarily because of the need, but instead because of centralized need, for the geographical allocation of
resource. A multi layered protection equipment is applied in fog quantum computers.
The multiple hosting vulnerabilities and strategies handled by SabhiF.(2011). [10] He identified the
upsides and downsides of the security that have been violated. The paper addresses concerns relating to
the trustworthy third party’s security and affordability of cloud benefits [11-18]. Distributed access
denial attacks are the most recent attacks that he addresses today. The solution to these same assaults
was the redundancy of the cloud system, which could deliver functionality more efficiently and deliver
early instantly, in order to avoid the site’s shutdown. He said that security is the most common hybrid
cloud since most user data are saved remotely and the website has to be completely built-in order to fix
security issues and malicious intrusions [19-22].

I.

METHODOLOGY

The proposed mechanism is to protect information using creativity in the area of aggressive disruption
[23]. We screen access to information in the cloud, an identify trends of unusual access to information.
At the point where unapproved access is assumed and subsequently verified using challenge queries, a
deception assault is dispatched by returning a ton of bait data to attacker [24-29]. This system prescribes
a pseudo framework for ensuring information in cloud utilizing summoning fraud elevation. The
authorized system shows information entree in cloud and perceive sporadic information arouse plots.
Also, when the illegal arouse is grasped and from there on confirmed to raise challenge questions, we
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hustle a trickiness beset by clearly reestablishing pantomime records to the mugger. Everything just
preserves against all the diversion of clarification about its applicant [30-33].

II.

IMPLEMENTATION

The decoy ﬁles are downloaded by the legitimate user and placed in highly-conspicuous locations that
are not likely to cause any interference with the normal user activities on the system [34]. A
masquerader, who is not familiar with the ﬁle system and its contents, is likely to access these decoy
ﬁles, if he or she is in search for sensitive information, such as the bait information embedded in these
decoy ﬁles [35-39]. Therefore, monitoring access to the decoy ﬁles should signal masquerade activity on
the system. Here pernicious insider means the absence of straight forwardness in cloud suppliers
processes and techniques that vindictive leaders may pursue at the noxious assay. It means that a
provider cannot know how access is approved for employees and how this admission is observed, or
how records and compliances are reviewed in addition. Mist design providers or websites of consumers.
The closed details of cloud customers can be reached through the insider. A dangerous one will acquire
passwords, encryption keys and documents without much of a run [40-46].

Figure 1: Architecture of System Model
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III.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced a novel paradigm of security that alludes to as an invention of imitation. In a
few crucial respects, baits refer of an aggressive take off of established security arrangements. By
throwing faulty yet conceivable content and information in the direction of possible enemies, imitations
are an efficient last resort to attacks which customary safety components are not adequately prevented.
False compounds are proactively sprouted or nourished as soon as the malicious activity is observed, by
a mechanism to defend against future attacks. Especially because of the classification infringement, the
following nuisance content should be used after it has existed.
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